A UNION OF EXPERIENCE AND SOLUTIONS
Scallon Controls and EPI Join Forces.

Beaumont, TX, August 1, 2017– Scallon Controls is pleased to announce the merger of EPI
(Energy Power, Incorporated) with Scallon Controls. EPI has been a trusted source for pressure and
safety relief valves, automated and manual valves, rotating equipment and instrumentation for over 40
years in the Southeast Texas Region. EPI is a National Board of Boilers and Pressure Vessel Inspection
certified center with NB, VR and UV stamps of approval. These provide verified capability for repair and
in‐service testing of all brands of pressure and safety relief valves including Anderson Greenwood and
Crosby products now manufactured by Emerson.
Today’s integration of Scallon and EPI will simplify sourcing and servicing of valves and instrumentation
from many different providers, which will lower complexity and cost. Scallon Controls President Joe
Herink expressed his excitement at the expansion of capabilities this merger brings to the region.
“Scallon Controls has been growing and expanding for our entire 40‐year history. This
merger brings many quality people and capabilities into one organization which will allow us
to provide a more complete suite of products and services to our customers. Our customer
solutions focus drives Scallon to provide the best service and most effective products in the
area.”
Scallon Controls’ relationship with Emerson as a Local Business Partner balances local expertise with
global leadership. Emerson is a world class‐manufacturer of leading and innovative technical solutions
and is the manufacturer of a wide variety of automation products. Scallon Controls offers the local,
human‐powered network of application expertise and resources. Working across North America with
fellow Local Business Partners, or around the globe with Emerson, Scallon Controls strives to collaborate
with you to solve your toughest challenges. EMERSON – One Global Manufacturer, Supplying and
servicing all valves, everywhere.

About Scallon Controls
Scallon Controls is an Emerson Local Business Partner that brings process industry customers best‐in‐
class technologies, process insights, and leading services that deliver reliable, safe, and efficient
operations. This is now extended to include EPI as the local premier source for Pressure and Safety
Relief valves manufactured by Emerson companies. Scallon, Emerson, EPI, and the North American
Local Business Partner community have the expertise to solve your toughest automation and control
challenges. For more information, visit scalloncontrols.com.
About EPI
Energy Power Incorporated opened for business in Port Arthur, Texas in 1976 and has been a premier
supplier of products and services to the local industrial facilities for over 40 years now. They are a
leader in Southeast Texas for pressure and safety relief valve sales and service for many years and are
now adding Anderson Greenwood and Crosby factory authorizations to their portfolio.

About Emerson
Emerson (NYSE: EMR), headquartered in St. Louis, Missouri (USA), is a global technology and
engineering company providing innovative solutions for customers in industrial, commercial, and
residential markets. Emerson’s Automation Solutions business helps process, hybrid, and discrete
manufacturers maximize production, protect personnel and the environment while optimizing their
energy and operating costs. Our Emerson Commercial and Residential Solutions business helps ensure
human comfort and health, protect food quality and safety, advance energy efficiency, and create
sustainable infrastructure. For more information visit Emerson.com.

